"GET READY TO GET GOOD"

A  TOP FRAME HOOP
B  FRAME UPRIGHTS (2)
C  BOTTOM FRAME HOOP
D  EYE BOLTS
E  FOOT SPLIT FITTING
F  LEG EXTENSIONS (2)
G  COUPLER FITTINGS (6)
H  BASE HOOP FITTING
I  BASE HOOP
JK  TOP BOOM (53”)
L  BOTTOM BOOM (53”)
M  INNER TELESCOPE
N  OUTER TELESCOPE
O  TELESCOPE FITTING
P  HEIGHT ADJUST ROPE
Q  BOOM SUPPORT FITTING
R  TOP BOOM PULLEY
S  BOTTOM BOOM PULLEY
T  KNOB (4)
U  NET AND RED ROPE
V  NET CLIPS (56)
W  BUNGEES (3)
X  BALL WITH TETHERS

Not shown:
Allen wrench, manual
Dear SwingAway Customer,

Thank you for your new purchase of a SwingAway Batting System. Today will launch a New Chapter in your baseball or softball career. Your hard work and dedication combined with your New SwingAway will make you a better Hitter! Below are several IMPORTANT Steps to make sure you have a Long Term and POSITIVE Experience with your SWINGAWAY Hitting System.

**WARRANTY** SwingAway Sports Products stands 100% behind all of our products. Please check the contents of the box to make sure ALL the parts and components are intact. Remember some of the components listed may be Pre-Assembled. If a part is missing or was damaged during shipping call SwingAway IMMEDIATELY at 800-999-1968 or email us at service@swingaway.com. Our Customer Service Professionals will take complete care of any issue. (ALL MODELS HAVE A 90 DAY LIMITED WARRANTY)

**DO NOT CALL OR TAKE BACK THE MACHINE TO THE RETAILER.** They do not carry our Parts and Components. Please register your purchase on-line at http://www.swingaway.com/warranty.htm

It is extremely important to assemble your SwingAway Properly. Please follow all assembly instructions exactly as described in this manual. For further detailed instructions, please visit our Social Media Sites below for the most up to date videos. Please pay close attention to How to assemble and Attach the Ball-Kits, Tether and Bungees.

SwingAway's Facebook Page - Open the following link and remember to “Like Us” http://www.facebook.com/SwingAwaySports
- This page will allow you to follow us while posting comments, pictures, videos and stay current with all news related to SwingAway.

SwingAway's YouTube Channel - Open the following link Subscribe to this channel: http://www.youtube.com/user/HittingPro
- This channel is constantly updated with assembly instructions, testimonials, instructional videos and other news about SwingAway.

SwingAway's Twitter Page - Open the following link and remember to “Follow Us” http://www.twitter.com/SwingAwaySports
- This page will allow you to follow us, read tweets, pictures, videos and stay current with all news related to SwingAway.

Remember if you have any questions or issues with your New SwingAway, Contact us directly. Your retailer can not help or give you the Technical Support or Replacement Parts

Once the SwingAway is set up properly, then you are ready to SWINGAWAY and achieve your True Hitting Potential and “GET REAL GOOD, REAL FAST”!!!

John J. Flading
President and CEO
SWINGAWAY SPORTS PRODUCTS, INC
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IN THE BOX

PARTS LIST
A TOP FRAME HOOP
B FRAME UPRIGHTS (2)
C BOTTOM FRAME HOOP
D EYE BOLTS
E SPLIT FOOT FITTING
F LEG EXTENSIONS (2)
G COUPLER FITTINGS (6)
H BASE HOOP FITTING
I BASE HOOP
JK TOP BOOM (53”)
L BOTTOM BOOM (53”)
M INNER TELESCOPE
N OUTER TELESCOPE
O TELESCOPE FITTING
P HEIGHT ADJUST ROPE
Q BOOM SUPPORT FITTING
R TOP BOOM PULLEY
S BOTTOM BOOM PULLEY
T KNOB (4)
U NET AND RED ROPE
V NET CLIPS (56)
W BUNGEESES (3)
X BALL WITH TETHERS

NOTE: THERE IS AN EXTRA BUNGEE PART W INCLUDED IN THE BOX

Not shown: Allen wrench, manual
ALTERNATIVE PARTS

NOTE: SOME BOXES MAY HAVE ALTERNATIVE PARTS, DO NOT WORRY - ALL PARTS ARE TESTED AND WILL WORK ON YOUR SWINGAWAY.

PART P

PLASTIC TUBE

PART S

MOLDED END

EYEBOLT AND PULLEY

S-ALT 1

S-ALT 2

NOTE: THIS PART CAN BE PURCHASED AT www.swingaway.com
NOTE: SOME PARTS MAY REQUIRE ATTACHING CORD CONNECTORS
DON'T WORRY - IT'S EASY

1. KNOT THE END OF THE CORD OR BUNGEE (LEAVE ABOUT AN INCH)
2. PUSH IT THROUGH THE LARGE HOLE IN THE CONNECTOR
3. LOCK IT IN BY SLIDING THE CORD UP INTO THE SMALL HOLE
STEP 1  ASSEMBLE THE NET FRAME

LAY IT OUT ON THE FLOOR
GET PARTS “A”, “B”, AND “C”.
THERE ARE TWO PART “B”’S, FOUR PARTS TOTAL.
GET THREE EYEBOLTS AND
FOUR COUPLERS WHILE YOU ARE AT IT

NOTE:
INSERT AND TIGHTEN EYEBOLTS IN PART C
BEFORE ASSEMBLING FRAME
(3 BOLTS TOTAL)
STEP 2 ATTACH THE COUPLERS

IMPORTANT:
MAKE SURE THE PIPES ARE INSERTED HALFWAY IN THE COUPLER.

* DO NOT OVER TIGHTEN SET SCREWS

* AFTER ASSEMBLING, SET THIS TO THE SIDE.
STEP 3  BASE ASSEMBLY

GET PARTS “I”, AND “F”. THERE ARE TWO PART “F”s, THREE PARTS TOTAL.
GRAB TWO MORE COUPLERS AND TWO EYEBOLTS

IMPORTANT: ATTACH EYEBOLTS TO (F) FRAME PIECES BEFORE ASSEMBLING BASE ASSEMBLY

REMEMBER - HALFWAY IN
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STEP 4 OPEN UP THE FOOT SPLIT FITTINGS


PIVOTS OPEN LIKE A CLAM SHELL.

DON'T LOSE THESE SCREWS!
**STEP 5**  
**REAR TELESCOPE**

- **M**: TIGHTEN KNOB
- **N**: SLIDE THIS PIECE ALL THE WAY DOWN
- **O**: PART O IS ATTACHED TO N WITH CORDS
- **Fitting is actually black**

**Base Assembly**

**Insert all the way in**

**Good time to double check this fitting - make sure rope goes through all four holes.**

---
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STEP 6

PUT THE NET FRAME ON THE OPEN PART OF THE FOOT SPLIT FITTINGS

AND RAISE THE TELESCOPES!

INSERT (N) POLE INTO BOOM SUPPORT FITTING AND TIGHTEN T-KNOB

BOOM SUPPORT FITTING

N
RE-ASSEMBLE THE FOOT SPLIT FITTINGS

ROTATE UP TO CLOSE AND TIGHTEN FINGER TIGHT

FOOT SPLIT FITTINGS
STEP 8

ATTACH BOTTOM BOOM - PART L

PART L HAS PART S ATTACHED

PUT THE BOTTOM BOOM INTO THE STUB ON THE FRONT NET FRAME - ALL THE WAY IN

TIGHTEN THE KNOB ON THE STUB
STEP 9

VERY IMPORTANT!
LEVEL YOUR MACHINE OUT

WHILE ON A FLAT SURFACE, ADJUST THE FRAME BY PULLING OR PUSHING THE TELESCOPING TUBES

MAKE SURE ALL THE FEET ARE TOUCHING THE GROUND

THEN TIGHTEN THE KNOB ON THE MIDDLE TELESCOPE FITTING
STEP 10 PUT THE TOP BOOM IN

GET PART JK AND THE TOP BOOM END PULLEY - PART R (WITH THE RED PULLEY)

INSERT THE TUBING AS FAR AS IT WILL GO - ABOUT 5 INCHES

SLIDE THE END PULLEY ON

DO A “WALK-AROUND”

IMPORTANT:
WALK AROUND THE MACHINE
AND TIGHTEN EVERYTHING UP

FOOT SPLIT FITTINGS
STEP 11 ATTACH THE NET WITH NET CLIPS
- CLIP ON 4 CORNERS FIRST
- CLIP EVERY OTHER WEB ON TOP AND BOTTOM
- CLIP EVERY WEB DOWN THE SIDES

WEAVE IN TARGET ROPE
DEPENDING ON THE HEIGHT OF THE HITTER WEAVE THE TARGET ROPE BETWEEN WEBS OF THE NET
APPROXIMATELY 10 WEBS WIDE BY 15 WEBS LONG
LEAVE ENOUGH TO TIE A KNOT AT THE BOTTOM
STEP 12 THREAD THE BUNGEE

1. Come thru pulley on top boom
2. Go thru this pulley
3. Thread this thru the cord connector and tie a knot
4. Thread bottom bungee thru bottom pulley
5. Go thru center eyebolt
6. Thread this thru the cord connector and tie a knot

For help with this process, please reference our YouTube video link below:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MmLFUuRleNo&list=PL9A79EC3F431EEC8E
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STEP 13 INSTALL THE ROPES

1. THREAD YOUR CORDS THRU THE EYEBOLTS ON EACH SIDE

2. THREAD THIS THRU THE CORD CONNECTOR AND TIE A KNOT

FOR HELP WITH THIS PROCESS PLEASE REFERENCE OUR YOUTUBE VIDEO LINK BELOW
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MmLFUuRleNo&list=PL9A79EC3F431EEC8E
STEP 14 ADJUST THE BALL HEIGHT

ADJUST THE CORD IN THIS FITTING TO CONTROL THE BALL HEIGHT
STEP 15  GET YOUR HITTING MAT OUT

BEFORE YOU HIT THE MACHINE
MAKE SURE ALL YOUR
CONNECTIONS ARE TIGHT

AND READ THE SAFETY LIST
ON THE BACK PAGE!
FOLDING INSTRUCTIONS

1. TAKE OFF THE TOP BOOM FITTING AND THREAD IT INTO THE NET

2. LOOSEN THE T-NUT AND TAKE OFF THE BOTTOM BOOM THREAD IT INTO THE NET

3. TAKE THE TOP BOOM OUT AND THREAD IT HORIZONTALLY IN THE NET

FOR HELP WITH THIS PROCESS PLEASE REFERENCE OUR YOUTUBE VIDEO LINK BELOW

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MmLFUuRleNo&list=PL9A79EC3F431EEC8E
FOLDING INSTRUCTIONS cont.

4. COLLAPSE THE MACHINE
5. TIGHTEN THE MIDDLE KNOB
   LOOSEN BACK KNOBS
   AND PULL THE REAR
   TELESCOPING SUPPORT OUT

6. FOLD UP THE REAR SUPPORT
7. YOUR SWINGAWAY IS
   FOLLOW WITH THE BACK FRAME
   READY TO STORE.

FOR HELP WITH THIS PROCESS
PLEASE REFERENCE OUR YOUTUBE VIDEO LINK BELOW

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MmLFUuRleNo&list=PL9A79EC3F431EEC8E
FOR RIGHT HANDED HITTERS
ALIGN THE MACHINE TO SIMULATE INSIDE AND OUTSIDE PITCHES

OUTSIDE PITCH  MIDDLE PITCH  INSIDE PITCH

FOR LEFT HANDED HITTERS
ALIGN THE MACHINE TO SIMULATE INSIDE AND OUTSIDE PITCHES

OUTSIDE PITCH  MIDDLE PITCH  INSIDE PITCH
Safety Pre-Cautions

The SwingAway® has been designed to be safe when used as intended; the swinging bat is the most dangerous aspect of using the SwingAway®. To ensure safe operation with maximum benefit, please read the following recommendations and review them with anyone who will be working on or around the machine.

A batting helmet with NOC-SAE approval must be worn at all times when working on or around this and any other mechanized baseball equipment.

Children using the SwingAway®, or in the area of use, under the age of 12 must be supervised at all times.

Users must be aware of coaches and spectators in the surrounding area. We recommend for outside use that 16' X 16' area be roped off around the area before use.

The SwingAway® net is a very effective rebounder. **DO NOT use for "pepper" drills!** In other words, do not hit a loose ball into the net. Use only a baseball or softball which has been properly attached to the SwingAway® and is in good condition.

Hit the ball towards the net only. **Do not intentionally hit cords, net or frame.** Closely supervise beginners who may have trouble hitting the ball. Hitting the cord will accelerate cord wear. Hitting the cord will direct the bat back towards the batter creating an unsafe condition.

Do not stand on or jump on the SwingAway®. Do not jump on the SwingAway® to dunk a basketball.

Do not use the SwingAway® under the influence of any drugs or alcohol.

The SwingAway® can weigh approximately 32-55 pounds, depending on the model and accessories. Caution should be used in lifting and moving it request help if necessary.

**Attach and adjust all cords and tighten knobs before use.** Hand-tighten knobs only - over-tightening may cause damage to the tubing.

Always use the SwingAway® on level ground. Avoid wet or slippery areas.

When using the SwingAway® on hard or smooth surfaces (indoors or out), we recommend it be placed on a piece of rubber-backed indoor/outdoor carpet. A sandbag may be used on the rear base frame loop to stabilize it when used by a "heavy hitter". A specially designed sand/gravel bag is available. Please refer to the parts form for ordering information.

When transporting the SwingAway®, ensure it is securely fastened on or inside your vehicle.

Exercise caution when using the pitchback net. Throw the ball lightly into the net until a feel is gained for how it rebounds.

**Inspect all parts prior to each use. Do not use if there is any sign of wear or damage.** Balls and cords are subject to wear with use. The SwingAway® is designed to be weatherproof; however, continual unprotected outside storage will accelerate deterioration of components. Contact your Rep or Rebound Sports Technology for information on maintenance and replacement parts.